1 Virtually all of these studies are subject to the simultaneous equation bias mentioned earlier.
2 characteristics may be correlated with the electoral rule adopted. Some of these issues can be avoided when one examines countries with mixed member systems, i.e. countries in which some legislators are elected through one electoral method and others through a different method.
Only a few countries have a mixed member system, although there has been a tendency for countries to adopt a mixed system within the last fifteen years. For example Israel, Italy, Japan, New Zealand and Venezuela have moved from having all of their members elected through solely one electoral system to a mixed member system (Shugart and Wattenberg 2001) .
One mixed member system is in Germany, and this paper examines the behavior of German legislators in the 1990s.
Most of the literature comparing electoral rules has looked at the macro picture, such as the differences between proportional representation (PR) and a majoritarian system, also known as first-pass-the-post (FPTP), with respect to the number of parties, party strength, their differences with respect to the viability of small parties, representation of preferences, and legislative majorities (see, for example, Rae 1971) .
1 Few studies, however, have analyzed the micro level, namely the incentives faced by legislators elected under one rule versus another.
Examining differences in legislative behavior by electoral rule is of interest because legislative behavior is one of the central inputs into political and economic outcomes.
One of the key responsibilities of legislators is to cast votes on a variety of bills and amendments. Relative to the majoritarian electoral systems where parties are relatively weak, there is a high level of party unity voting in proportional systems. Also in mixed member systems as for example in the German system, legislators tend to vote with their parties and most votes are voice votes. However, documented votes which record who each legislator voted exist in the German system. This paper test the hypothesis that legislators who are elected through the majoritarian system are more likely to deviate from the party line than legislators elected through a proportional system.
To my knowledge only one previous study has done a quantitative examination of roll call votes in Germany. This study derives a measure of party discipline from roll call votes over the period from 1949 to 1990 and relates this measure to the homogeneity of party members socio-economic characteristics (Saalfeld 1995) . This study did not find systematic patterns in the data, and Saalfeld did not examine voting behavior by the type of electoral rule through which each German legislator became a member of parliament.
Besides voting, legislators craft bills, and this occurs in committees of the German Bundestag. Committees allow legislators to influence language in bills to the benefit of particular groups in society. Legislator have incentive to support different groups, depending on the electoral system through which they were elected. For example, legislators elected though the FPTP electoral rule are predicted to seek benefits for their home constituency, also referred to as pork-barreling (Weingast, Shepsle and Johnsen 1981) . While this pork barrel activity has been documented in the United States, it is not clear whether it is primarily attributable to the electoral rule FPTP, used for electing U.S. legislators, or to other characteristics of American politics. 2 This paper tests whether German FPTP legislators seek committees that put then in an Fitts (1990) . Evidence for the effectiveness of pork barrel spending for securing reelection has been documented by Levitt and Snyder (1997) .
4 advantageous position to deliver central government funds to their home constituency. This paper also tests whether PR legislators, whose reelection depends on their ranking in the party and whether they are supported by groups supporting the party will seek committees that put them in a position to redistribute resources to supporters of their party.
Previous work has found support for the hypothesis that FPTP legislators are members of committees that are particularly suitable to help their home constituency and that PR legislators are members of committees that help their party consistency (Stratmann and Baur 2002) . This paper tests this hypothesis for the one electoral period for which I analyze party unity voting.
I find that FPTP legislators are more likely to vote against the party than their PR counterparts. Further, FPTP legislators are predominantly on committees where they have influence over the allocation of benefits to their geographic reelection constituency, while PR legislators are members of committees that have control over funds that benefit party reelection constituencies. Thus, electoral rules have a significant influence on day-to-day legislative behavior, which in turn effects government policy.
The next section of this paper discusses the underlying institutions in Germany. The third section presents hypotheses, and data are described in the fourth section. Results are presented in section five and section six concludes.
II. Institutional Background
A. Electoral System 3 For an analysis of voters' responses to this two-vote system see Bawn (1999) .
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In Germany's electoral system some representatives are elected through plurality rule from single member districts and others though proportional representation. Each voter casts a candidate ballot (Erststimme) for the district candidate and party-list ballot (Zweitstimme) for the party. 3 For the party list ballot the vote does not vote for the party, not a particular member on the party-list. The district candidate with the largest number of votes wins and becomes a member of parliament. Thus, the fact that the German electoral system is party majoritarian, stems from the fact that the winner of the election in each of the n single member districts becomes a member of parliament.
Each party receives that fraction of the seats in parliament that is proportional to the percent of votes that the party receives on the party-list ballot. Those seats are allocated first to the winners of district races. If the party receives more seats through the party-list ballot than it can fill with winners in district races, party members with the highest rank on the state party list fill those slots. Thus, the number of district races won does not tend to influence the overall number of seats obtained by the party, except when a party wins more races than the number of seats allocated through the party list ballot. In the latter case, the party can keep the extra seats (Überangsmandate). District candidates may also appear on the party-list ballot. If those candidates win in the district election, they enter the parliament based on winning the district election, not based on having a slot on the party list.
The party ballots are totaled at the state level. Suppose the state of Baden-Württemberg contributes 100 seats to the parliament, which are divided into 50 district seats (implying that this state has 50 district races) and 50 party-list seats. Further, suppose the CDU wins 45 percent of 4 In this case, the overall number of seats in the legislature is adjusted. 5 In the 1998, 1994 and 1990 elections the SPD had 13, 4, and 0 extra seats, and the CDU had 0, 12, and 6 extra seats, respectively. Neglecting those extra seats, the German parliament has 656 legislators. Prior to the German unification, the West German parliament had 496 seats. 6 the party-list ballot votes, the SPD win 42 percent, and the FDP and Greens receive 7 and 6 percent, respectively. Lastly, assume that the CDU wins in 40 of the 50 district races while the SPD wins in the remaining 10 races. In this case the CDU's district winners fill 40 of the 45 seats and 5 individuals are chosen (those with the highest rank) from the CDU's state party list.
Similarly, the SPD district winners fill 10 of the 42 seats allocated to the SPD, and the remaining seats are filled from the top spots of the SPD's state party list. Thus, the larger the number of FPTP seats won by a party, the fewer the PR seats it receives; therefore the mix of FPTP and PR seats differs for each party. In this example, the FDP and Greens draw their 7 and 6 representatives entirely from their state lists.
If a party has more FPTP seats than it has representatives through the PR system, it can keep these extra seats (Überhangsmandate). In the previous example, if the CDU receives 47 seats through the candidate ballot, it can keep the extra two seats and no individuals are chosen from the state party list. 4 For the purpose of the subsequent empirical analysis of committee assignments, this circumstance is of little or no quantitative importance.
In summary, the legislature has n + m seats, where m is the number of legislators chosen from state party lists, and n is the number of plurality rule winners in the district races. That is, the mix of FPTP and PR seats differs for each party, depending on the number of district races won, since each party's overall number of seats is determined by the party-list ballot.
Legislators who are elected through PR or FPTP have identical rights and obligations within the legislature. The most frequent vote type in the German Bundestag is the voice vote which does not provide information as to who voted in favor or against the proposition. The literature on recorded votes in the German Bundestag suggests that recorded votes occur when a party expects to achieve political gain from a recorded vote, or when it wants to stake out a clear position, or wants to assure that interest groups and voters know about the party's position (Loewenberg 1971 , Borgs-Maiejewski 1986 C. Committee System 7 The German legislature, the Bundestag, has permanent (standing) committees and also has special committees and investigatory committees. The issue areas of standing committees mirror, for the most part, the policy issues for which the government ministries are responsible.
Legislation is referred to the committees from these the executive and from the parliamentary parties. Committees are required to make a recommendation whether or not the bill should be passed to the entire legislature. This recommendation may include amendments to the legislation. Bills are modified at the committee stage in about 60 percent of all cases. Often bills are in the committee for six months (Johnson, p.124, 1979) 8 during which time they committee may hold public hearings during which experts and affected parties provide input. In addition to modifying legislation, committees provide "infrastructure for communications and information between members of parliament, government ministers, bureaucrats, and interest groups" (Saalfeld 1998, p.58) .
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"Committees [in the German legislature] play a major part in giving ... legislative output its final shape" (Johnson, p.135, 1979) . As in the United States, committee members' decisions are typically influenced by party positions. Organized interests attempt to influence legislation by lobbying committee members. Interests also have influence, in part, because committee members are often interest group officials. In fact, appointments to committees are often made so as to match legislators who are members of pressure groups with the jurisdiction of committees (Saalfeld 1998, p.58) . For example, the education committee has been dominated by members from the academic community (Johnson 1979) .
Committees also work on non-legislative items such as conducting investigations, holding hearings on particular issues of concern, and prepare reports. They do not only work on issues that are referred to them by the Bundestag, but they also develop their on initiative with respect to holding hearings on matters that they view as important, and consider matters as they see fit. During the 12 th Bundestag, there have been 3,024 committee meetings (Hübner 1995) .
German committees also have some oversight functions with respect to the executive. For example committees investigate government regulations, review activities of the executive branch of government (Johnson 1979) .
Committees assignments are made after the general election, at the beginning of a new legislative session. First legislators indicate their preferences regarding committee assignments and next the party whips formulate a proposal to the party caucus (Fraktion). The party caucus decides on the final committee assignments (Kaack 1990) . Parties allocate seats according to personal preferences of legislators, representativeness of various political groups within the party, and representativeness of the various German regions (Johnson 1979 , Ismayr 1992 .
If there exists a greater demand for seats on a particular committee than there are slots, intra-party bargaining occurs to achieve an agreement. 10 FPTP members appear to be in a better bargaining position and are more likely to obtain their first choice of committee seat. "Where they [FPTP members] really want to have it their way, mostly in matters of interest to their voting districts, they can...mobilize considerable bargaining power within their parliamentary groups" (Patzelt 2000, p.38) .
Committees are assigned after the election, at the beginning of a new legislative session.
Legislators indicate their committee preferences to their party, and the party caucus determines the final committee assignments (Kaack 1990 ). Legislators can be fairly independent in choosing their specialization (Hübner 1995) . Parties allocate seats according to personal preferences of legislators, representativeness of various political groups within the party, and representativeness of the various German regions (Johnson 1979 , Ismayr 1992 . Appointments to committees are often made so as to match legislators who are members of pressure groups with the jurisdiction of committees (Saalfeld 1998, p.58) . For example, the education committee has been dominated by members from the academic community (Johnson 1979 ).
Once each legislator has voiced his preference, party whips formulate a proposal for committee assignments which requires consent by the party caucus (Fraktion). If there exists a greater demand for seats on a particular committee than there are slots, intra-party bargaining occurs to achieve an agreement. 11 FPTP members appear to be in a better bargaining position and are more likely to obtain their first choice of committee seat. "Where they [FPTP members] really want to have it their way, mostly in matters of interest to their voting districts, they can...mobilize considerable bargaining power within their parliamentary groups" (Patzelt 2000, p.38) .
Similarly to the United States, traditionally, reelected legislators can retain their seats on the committee on which they previously served. Once a legislator "has secured a committee assignment to his liking, he can usually count on holding on to it" (Johnson, p.119, 1979) . Most 
III. Hypotheses
Pervious work on mixed member systems has analyzed the determinates as to why countries switch from one type of electoral system to a mixed member system (Shugart and 12 FPTP members more frequently claimed success in influencing project allocations than PR legislators (Lancaster and Patterson 1990) . Most of the literature on the German parliamentary system has claimed that there are no significant behavioral differences between both legislator types in Germany (see Nohlen 1990 , Thaysen, 1990 , Ismayr 1992 . For example, using survey data, Ismayr (1992) finds that PR legislators are approximately as likely to be active in their geographic district as are FPTP legislators, lending support to the hypothesis that there is little behavioral difference between the legislator types and electoral systems. Little emphasis has been placed on the fact that German FPTP and PR legislators face different reelection constraints that may manifest themselves in behavioral differences (Patzelt 2000) . One survey study, however, shows that FPTP legislators perceive it as more important to provide projects for reelection purposes than do PR legislators (Lancaster and Patterson 1990) .
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German PR legislators are chosen from state party-lists made up prior to the election.
State party congresses determine the ranking of legislators on the lists. The higher a party member's rank on the list, the higher the probability that she or he will become a member of parliament. The ranking on the list is determined, in part, by the party members' prominence, seniority, interest group approval of the nomination, and evidence of longstanding prior party activities (Conradt 1986, p.124) . The top spots on the list are typically reserved for party leadership. Much bargaining occurs to achieve a high rank, and even candidates who run in districts that are considered "safe" seek a high list position, to assure their entry into the legislature in case they are defeated in their district (Conradt 1986 ).
Voting behavior
PR legislators' seat in parliament is thus solely due to the fact that they ranked sufficiently high on the party list. If they were not to serve the party and interest groups that support the party, it is likely that they would obtain a lower rank on the party list for the next election. PR legislators are more dependent on having a good standing in the party as opposed to FPTP legislators, whose reelection is a function of whether they provide services to their geographic home constituency. Since PR legislators have a stronger incentive to be loyal to their party and to follow the party line, I predict that PR legislators are more likely to vote with the party than FPTP legislators.
Committee Assignments
If so-called pork barrel politics are important, then FPTP legislators will seek committees that help them to support specific projects in the interest of their geographic reelection 13 In comparing FPTP and PR systems, Rae (1971) hypothesized that "redistributive effects...are usually most intense under first-past-the-post formulae and least intense under P.R. formulae" (Rae, p. 103, 1971) . A similar hypothesis was developed by Lancaster (1986) . Recent work by Persson, Roland and Tabellini (2000) related electoral systems to government size.
14 Examples of Construction Committee and Traffic Committee work are legislation regarding the building of public housing and streets, and the allocation of subsidies for public transportation. Examples of Agriculture Committee work are legislation regarding marketing issues in German regions; how to implement European Union regulations within Germany; and 14 constituencies. 13 Thus, committees where FPTP legislators can obtain extra money for the home district are especially attractive to them, and they will avoid committees where they cannot secure specific benefits for their home constituencies. Servicing their constituency does not solely imply having seats on pork barrel committees; it also implies seeking committees where an ombudsman role can be played. These hypotheses imply that the distribution of FPTP and PR legislators on committees differs systematically across committee types.
As noted while I discussed the voting behavior, PR legislators depend on their state party, not on voters, for a seat in the legislature. Therefore, PR legislators have incentives to service the constituency supporting their party. This can be done by being a member of specific committees. As noted previously, interest groups have an influence on the ranking of candidates on the party-lists. Given their influence, a PR legislator has an incentive to service these groups by sitting on a committee that addresses their interests. Further, I classify the Health Committee as a party committee. In Germany, the Health Committee (Ausschuß für Gesundheit) helps determine national health care prices, serving primarily as an advisory body to the executive government, with respect to national health care laws. This committee provides FPTP legislators with few opportunities to channel geographically concentrated benefits to their districts. Thus, we predict that FPTP legislators will avoid this committee. By contrast, since the elderly population comprises a large part of the CDU's reelection constituency, we predict that PR legislators from the CDU will be committee members on the Health Committee. electoral system. To test for differences in behavior between representatives elected through FPTP and PR, the focus can thus only be on these four parties. Of these parties, we will not examine the PDS, because there is little variation with respect to the FPTP and PR distinction.
Only 1 of the 20 PDS members in 1990 were elected through FPTP.
In the data examined, 18 percent of the members in the German legislature won the election in their district but were not placed on the party-list. Seven percent of the members did not run for election in a district but became a member of parliament because they were ranked above the cut-off number on the state party-lists. As explained below, these legislators are not part of the empirical analysis due to data limitations. The remaining members ran in a district for election and had a place on the state party-list. Fifty-three percent of those legislators lost the district election and obtained a seat through the PR electoral rule. The fact that losers in district elections often obtain a seat in parliament via the state party-list weakens FPTP legislators' incentives to provide direct geographic constituency service because they have a "safety-net" in case they lose the election. 17 This circumstance puts the odds against finding a significant difference in the committee seat allocation between both legislator types.
In Germany, the government is formed from members of parliament, but these legislators (Minister and Staatssekretäre) are not members of any committees in the legislature. Thus, we exclude legislators who are part of the executive branch from the statistical analysis of committee
membership.
An analysis of electoral systems on legislators' behavior is subject to at least two endogeneity concerns. First, unobserved country heterogeneity may be a determinant of the electoral system as well as economic outcomes. Secondly, legislators who, for example, find the proportional representation electoral system particularly suitable to their campaigning style, may decide to run for election on the party list, while they would have chosen not to run for election if they would have had to run in a district. This selection effect may lead to biased estimates of electoral rules on outcomes. An analysis of legislator behavior in mixed member systems avoids the first type of endogeneity, but is still subject to the second type of endogeneity. Thus, mixed member systems provide an interesting subject of analysis.
The regression estimated is Y= f(FPTP, PERCENT IN ELECTION, CONSTITUENCY CHARACTERISTICS, SENIORITY) + ,
Where Y is a measure of legislator behavior, namely deviations from the party line or the committee assignment. FPTP is an indicator variable defined to equal one when a legislator won the district election and zero when the legislator entered parliament through the party list. I will also control for the percent received in the election, as some MPs enter the Bundestag through the party list, but also run in the local race. Thus these legislators may also have an incentive to consider their home district in their decisions. I also include seniority of the legislator in the regression equations. Seniority is the number of legislative periods served in the Bundestag. The seniority variable equals zero for newcomers (freshmen), one for legislators who have been a member for two periods, two for legislators who have been a member for three periods, and so forth. Finally I will control for the constituency characteristics, requiring that I drop legislators who are solely elected through the party list from the regression analysis. The constituency data employed are the population employed in industry, the service sector, and farming. Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the variables employed in the regression analysis.
V. Results Table 2 The coefficients on industry and service employment are statistically insignificant in all specifications and also seniority does not appear to be a determinant of party line voting.
Legislators representing farm constituency, however, are more likely to deviate from the party line. Table 3 Those results (not reported) show that the point estimates on the FPTP dummy are negative and statistically significant at the five percent level, in all specification, and that the point estimates are of similar magnitude as reported in Table 4 . Among the control variables and with exception of the point estimates on seniority, the point estimates are statistically insignificant.
The results in Table 3 , and with some caveats the results in Table 4 , are also consistent with the hypothesis that FPTP and PR legislators seek out different committees in their goal to increase their chances of reelection. However, the results are also consistent with the hypothesis that a party assigns committee assignments in a way documented. If parties seek to maximize seats in the electorate, they would want to put FPTP legislators on committees that would help them in their reelection campaigns. The committee data underlying the regressions in Tables 3   and 4 do not serve well in discriminating between the"legislator-choice" model and the "partychoice" model, which arrive at similar predictions regarding committee membership.
VI. Conclusions
This paper examines legislator behavior, using the variation that is offered by Germany's mixed member system. The fact that approximately half of the German legislators are elected through a majoritarian system and the other half through a proportional system, lends itself to testing the hypothesis that electoral rules influence legislator behavior. I analyzed legislative behavior with respect to their voting records and with respect to their committee assignment. With respect to the voting behavior, I examined how many times legislators are voting against their party. With respect to committee assignments I examined whether committee assignments differ depending on the electoral rule under which a legislator entered the German Bundestag. This paper documents that legislators elected through a majoritarian system (FPTP legislators) are more likely to deviate in their voting behavior from the party line than legislators elected through the proportional system, and thus through their ranking on the party list (PR legislators). Also, this paper shows that committee membership significantly differs between both legislator types. While FPTP legislators are members of committees that allow them to direct funds to their home district, PR legislators tend to be members of committees that help them serve their party constituency. For future research, it would be interesting to study whether the same differences can be documented in other mixed member electoral systems. Data are for the 1990-1994 German Bundestag. The dependent variable is the number of times the member of parliament did not vote with the party. The estimates are derived from Poisson regressions. The dependent variable is whether the member of parliament is on a district committee. The estimates are derived from Probit regressions. The dependent variable is whether the member of parliament is on a district committee. The estimates are derived from Probit regressions.
